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Across

3. Sink into liquid sunshine with 

zesty and uplifting scent of lemon 

myrtle, lime and neroli

4. Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster 

contains this oil that is astringent, 

cleansing and brightening

5. This concoction of Rich cupuaçu, 

murumuru and illipe butters deliver 

maximum moisture to dry

8. Banish dry skin with this butter.

9. Ugai is a gently refreshing oasis of 

sea salt, cleaning tea tree and.....?

13. Calming, astringent, and 

cleansing, we use this for its 

skin-soothing properties.

14. This soothing agent can be found 

in our Sleepy Hand and Body Lotion.

16. Scrubee exfoliates your body with 

ground almonds and....?

18. Toning on the skin and invigorating 

for the mind.

19. Metamorphosis and Pink bath 

bombs both contain Glitter made from

20. One of our EC's for bath bombs.

Down

1. A double shot of cooling 

peppermint for fresh breath on the go.

2. A tropical perfume of Brazilian 

orange, lemongrass and coriander 

conjures up memories of sunny summer 

holidays for bathtub escapism of the 

best kind

6. Warming and stimulating on the 

body

7. A symphony of darkness and light, 

this fizzer will release comforting, 

tranquil aromas of black pepper and 

myrrh to cleanse and uplift your soul

10. Luxuriate among lustrous swirls of 

silver in sweet vanilla and Tonka 

waters.

11. Name an ethic that corresponds 

with Scrubee

12. A sweet blend of honey, ground 

almonds, and cocoa butter

15. Often paired with vanilla to 

create a warm, caramel-like fragrance.

17. Cozy, comforting lavender and 

Tonka help you drift off with a smile on 

your face.


